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We investigate and characterize the influence of capillary end effects on steady-state

relative permeabilities obtained in pore-scale numerical simulations of two-phase

flows. Our study is motivated by the observation that capillary end effects docu-

mented in two-phase laboratory-scale experiments can significantly influence perme-

ability estimates. While numerical simulations of two-phase flows in reconstructed

pore-spaces are increasingly employed to characterize relative permeabilities, a phe-

nomenon which is akin to capillary end effects can also arise in such analyses due to

the constraints applied at the boundaries of the computational domain. We profile

the relative strength of these capillary end effects on the calculation of steady-state

relative permeabilities obtained within randomly generated porous micro-structures

using a finite volume-based two-phase flow solver. We suggest a procedure to esti-

mate the extent of the regions influenced by these capillary end effects, which in turn

allows for the alleviation of bias in the estimation of relative permeabilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION16

Relative permeability quantifies the rate of displacement of a fluid phase under an ap-17

plied pressure gradient in the presence of multiple fluid phases in a porous medium. It is a18

fundamental parameter for a variety of applications in the field of energy and environmental19

engineering, including assessment of the impact of conventional and unconventional hydro-20

carbon extraction on groundwater bodies, as well as CO2 storage in subsurface systems.1–321

Data of relative permeability versus fluid saturation are typically obtained from laboratory22

experiments of multi-phase flow in rock plugs extracted from reservoirs. Due to the exper-23

imental set-up, capillary end effects are commonly observed at the outlet as a result of the24

capillary jump generated by the discontinuity in the solid matrix at the interface between25

the rock sample and the outlet.4,5 Capillary pressure in the core plug is related to the porous26

structure and saturation history, while capillary pressure vanishes at the outlet. This dis-27

continuity produces a large pressure gradient in the non-wetting fluid phase that influences28

the saturation and pressure distribution across the length of the sample and typically yields29

an accumulation of the wetting phase near the outlet. Consequently, the values of relative30

permeability and phases saturation inferred from an experiment can be markedly influenced31

by the experimental set-up employed.6–932

Two prevailing experimental techniques for the determination of relative permeabilities33

in laboratory samples are: (a) the unsteady-state and (b) the steady-state methods. In the34

former, a displacement process (e.g., drainage or imbibition) is induced and pressure drop35

and (average) phase saturation are continuously monitored across the porous medium sam-36

ple. Relative permeabilities are indirectly evaluated, typically using the Johnson, Bossler37

and Naumann (JBN) method10 or variants thereof. All fluids are simultaneously injected38

in a steady-state experiment.9,11 A given total fluid flow rate is typically imposed and di-39

verse fractional flow rates are considered. The fluids are generally circulated in a closed40

loop system and total pressure drop across the sample, flow rates and fluid saturations are41

continuously measured. Steady-state conditions are reached when the fractional flow rates42

at the outlet of the porous medium are equal to that at the inlet and the total pressure drop43

has stabilized. A key advantage of the steady-state method is the simpler data elaboration44

required to estimate relative permeabilities. The method is also less prone to capillary end45

effects as higher flow rates can be used to mitigate these without altering the estimates of46
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relative permeability curves.12 However, these experiments are much more time-consuming47

than their unsteady-state counterpart.48

With the increasing availability of high resolution tomographic images of complex pore-49

spaces within rock core plugs and the development of numerical simulation techniques that50

yield accurate pore-scale distributions of state variables governing multi-phase relative per-51

meabilities, an increasing number of studies has been devoted to the assessment of relative52

permeabilities through direct numerical simulations of multi-phase flow settings. Model-53

ing multi-phase flow in porous media is a challenging task, as it concerns forces acting at54

diverse scales in the flow domain. Currently available numerical approaches are based on55

(a) direct numerical simulation (DNS), including grid- and particle-based methods, where56

equations describing processes governing fluid displacement are directly solved in the three-57

dimensional complex geometry defined by the tomography images and (b) pore network58

models (PNM) where the complex geometry of the rock is simplified through a collection59

of pores and channels (throats) to which a set of simplified equations and rules is applied.60

Pore-network models are nowadays in an advanced state of development and extensive re-61

views can be found in the literature.13–18 Otherwise, the development of direct numerical62

simulation techniques for multi-phase flows is relatively recent and diverse approaches are63

still being developed for this purpose, cf., Ref. 19 for a recent review. The main advantage64

of DNS simulations over PNM is the absence of simplified flow processes and consequently65

the potential for results with increased accuracy. Eulerian grid-based finite volume solvers66

are considered as a preferred computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach for solving67

the Navier-Stokes equations and has also shown promising capabilities for the simulation68

of two-phase flow in explicit pore-spaces associated with porous/fractured rocks.19–25 Re-69

views of the most common numerical methods employed in this context can be found in70

Refs. 19–21, 26–31.71

Similar to experiments, constraints, e.g., boundary conditions, applied in the numeri-72

cal simulations can lead to the emergence of end effects that influence computed values of73

relative permeability. The consequences of these end effects on estimates of pore-scale rela-74

tive permeability in numerical simulations have not yet been completely investigated. The75

work by Ramstad et al.32 constitutes one of the scarce studies simulating two-phase flows in76

porous media implementing and comparing both the steady- and unsteady-state methods.77

While the presence of end effects are mentioned in these works, detailed analyses on the78
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matter are not offered. In this context, we offer a study of the influence of such phenomena79

on the estimates of relative permeabilities as a function of pore-space observables (such as80

porosity, specific surface area and pore size distribution) as well as experimental operating81

parameters (such as capillary number and fluid viscosity ratio).82

Binary representations of real porous media obtained by segmenting high resolution im-83

ages of porous micro-structures imaged using X-ray tomography, or related techniques, are84

commonly used in pore-scale simulations.33–36 These samples are often too small to guar-85

antee the attainment of stable spatial statistics of functionals describing the topology and86

morphology of the porous system (as embedded, e.g., in the Minkowski functionals, includ-87

ing, e.g., porosity, specific surface area, or mean curvature) and do not allow performing a88

systematic analysis of the effects of target processes. As such, the resulting flow simulations89

can be limited in scope, with reference to the characterization of boundary effects on relative90

permeability estimates. Additionally, the availability of samples and the costs of imaging91

can limit the number of realizations that can be taken directly from images37 so that robust92

statistical analyses can hardly be performed.93

Here, we model a two-phase fluid flow setting by mimicking steady-state protocols em-94

ployed for relative permeability laboratory-scale experiments to assess the strength of the95

boundary condition effects, i.e., capillary end effects, on the resulting relative permeability96

estimates. Co-injection of a wetting (i.e., water) and a non-wetting (i.e., oil) fluid phase is97

simulated within synthetic three-dimensional pore-spaces using a finite volume-based solver.98

The use of synthetic pore-spaces that are isotropic, statistically-stationary, and large enough99

to produce stable statistics in terms of both geometric and physical observables alleviates the100

aforementioned issues associated with using binary representations of actual rock samples.101

We consider three porous micro-structures with varying pore sizes and the same values of102

porosity (φ = 0.48), and develop a framework for the quantitative assessment of the magni-103

tude of these boundary effects. As a result, using this computational setup we propose and104

illustrate a method for the evaluation of relative permeabilities that excludes the regions of105

the pore-space affected by boundary conditions. In this sense, our study contributes to the106

ongoing development of procedures for the determination of pore-scale relative permeabili-107

ties.108

The work is structured as follows. First, we describe the procedure adopted for the109

generation of the porous micro-structures and characterize their geometric observables (Sec-110
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tion II A). Next, we present the numerical methods used to resolve two-phase flow within the111

pore-spaces (Section II B). We discuss our results in Section III A, from which we derive a112

methodology to identify capillary end effects in Section III B. The influence of capillary end113

effects on relative permeability values is assessed and discussed in Section III C. We end with114

conclusions and provide guidelines for an appropriate evaluation of relative permeabilities115

in porous micro-structures in Section IV.116

II. METHODS117

A. Generation of pore-spaces118

The method we use for pore-space generation was introduced in Smolarkiewicz and Win-119

ter.38 The method is structured according to the three steps described in the following.120

1. Each node on a three-dimensional regular grid with uniform spacing h is assigned121

an independent identically distributed random value, u(x) (x, being the vector of122

grid node coordinates), sampled from a continuous uniform distribution on the closed123

interval [0, 1]. Here, we set h = 5 µm.124

2. This random field is convolved with a symmetric Gaussian kernel, k(x, β), with an125

intrinsic length scale β, to generate the isotropic correlated random topography,126

T (x) =

∫
R3

k(x− y, β)u(y)dy (1)

The value of β determines the correlation length in the topography.127

3. After T is created, a level threshold, γ ∈ [0, 1], is applied to T to map values onto an128

indicator function, I, where I(x) = 1 in the pore voxels and I(x) = 0 otherwise, i.e.,129

I(x) =

 0 , if T (x) ≥ γ

1 , if T (x) < γ
(2)

If the value of T (x) is greater than γ, then x is considered to be in the solid matrix,130

otherwise x is in the void space. Intuitively, as γ increases so does the volume of the131

void space in the porous medium.132
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TABLE I: Generation parameters and geometric observables of the samples investigated.

Sample β γ φ r̄pores [m] Npores s r Lz/λ

A 0.015 h 0.50 0.48 8.48·10−6 1681 0.25 4 h 341.33

B 0.030 h 0.50 0.48 1.84·10−5 428 0.25 9 h 151.70

C 0.045 h 0.50 0.48 2.02 ·10−5 335 0.25 10 h 136.53

Two elements to note are that values in the topography T (x) are normally distributed, a133

consequence of the central limit theorem, and the indicator function I(x) is stationary and134

ergodic.39135

Hyman and Winter39 provided a rigorous theoretical investigation of the method com-136

plemented by an extensive set of detailed numerical simulations to characterize the way137

the generation parameters govern pore-space geometric observables, e.g., porosity and spe-138

cific surface area. Hyman et al.40 investigated scaling behavior of geometric observables of139

such generated samples and found that these display symptoms of statistical scaling that140

have also been observed in real millimeter scale rock samples.41 Virtual pore-spaces gen-141

erated using this method have been combined with (single-phase fluid) flow and transport142

simulations to investigate the influence of porosity on transport properties,42 porosity and143

mean hydraulic radius of the pore-space on absolute permeability,43 pore-wall geometry and144

network topology on local mixing of dissolved chemicals,44 and pore-size distributions on145

in-pore fluid velocity distributions.45146

In this study we generate three porous media samples with dimensions of (Lx = 64h)×147

(Ly = 64h)× (Lz = 512h) and total volume of 2.097× 10−12 m3, hereafter termed as setting148

A, B, and C, respectively denoting systems with increasing average pore size. Generation149

parameters and geometric observables of the samples are listed in Table I. The average150

pore radii and number of pores are computed using the maximal ball algorithm described151

in Ref. 46. A three-dimensional overview of the sample geometries is provided in Figure 1.152

Note that wider kernels (higher values of β) lead to pore-spaces with fewer and wider pores153

than those generated with smaller values of β.154

We quantify the degree of the spatial correlation of the void space by calculating the155

variogram γ(h∗) of the indicator function I.47 The variogram is a function that describes the156
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(a) Sample A (b) Sample B (c) Sample C

FIG. 1: Isometric view of the porous medium analyzed (black is pore-space; gray is solid

phase) for a) sample A, b) sample B, and c) sample C.

degree of spatial dependence of a random field by measuring the variance of the difference157

between values in the field at two locations xi and xj. If the field is stationary, as is the one158

we consider here, then the variogram γ(h∗) tends asymptotically to a sill s whose theoretical159

value is equal to φ(1 − φ), the variance of I,47 that does not depend on β. We begin by160

computing the empirical variogram161

γ̂(h∗) =
1

2N(h∗)

∑
(i,j)∈N(h∗)

|Ii − Ij|2 (3)

where N(h∗) denotes the number of pairs of observations i and j such that |xi − xj| = h∗.162

We employ the following spherical model to characterize (3),163

γ(h∗) =

 s
(

3h∗

2r
− h∗3

2r3

)
: 0 < h∗ ≤ r

s : h∗ > r
(4)

where r is the (isotropic) range. An integral measure of the spatial correlation is provided164

by the integral scale of I, λ, defined as165

λ =
1

s

∫ ∞
0

[s− γ(h∗)]dh∗ (5)
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FIG. 2: Empirical (symbols) and calibrated (continuous curves) variograms of the

indicator function, I, for the three samples analyzed.

Combining (4) and (5) reveals that λ = 3r/8. Values of the model parameters in (4) are166

estimated by minimizing the `2 norm between (3) and (4) over r and are listed in Table I.167

The latter also lists the ratios Lz/λ, which measures the number of integral length scales in168

each sample along the vertical direction. Empirical and calibrated variograms are depicted169

in Figure 2.170

B. Two-phase flow solver171

Direct numerical simulation of two-phase flow within the generated three-dimensional172

pore-spaces is performed using a finite volume method. The governing equations for each173

phase are the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible, isothermal and Newtonian fluids.174

In order to track the position of the interface, the set of equations is supplemented by the175

volume fraction transport equation of one of the two phases. In the following, we use the176

one-fluid formulation48–50 governed by:177

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (6)

178

∂ρu

∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = −∇p+∇ ·

[
µ
(
∇u +∇u>

)]
+ σκnδint (7)

179

∂α

∂t
+∇ · (αu) = 0 (8)
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Here, t is time, u denotes the velocity vector, p is pressure, α is the local volume fraction of180

one of the two phases, ρ is density, µ is dynamic viscosity, σ is surface tension coefficient,181

δint is a Dirac delta function that is non-null at the location of the interface between the two182

fluids, and κ = ∇·n is the mean curvature of the interface, n = ∇α
|∇α| being the vector normal183

to the interface. Local values of density and dynamic viscosity are calculated as weighted184

averages of the density and dynamic viscosity of the fluid phases:185

ρ = αρ1 + (1− α) ρ2 (9)
186

µ = αµ1 + (1− α)µ2 (10)

subscript i(i = 1, 2) denoting fluid phase i, α being the local volume fraction of fluid phase187

i = 1. The surface tension, (see the last term in Eq. (7)), is approximated using the188

Continuum Surface Force (CSF) model of Brackbill et al.51:189

σκnδint ≈ σκ∇α (11)

The OpenFOAM R© open-source CFD library, release 2.4.0, is used to solve the target190

system of equations through the built-in solver multiphaseInterFoam.52 Standard numerical191

schemes are used in this software to solve the continuity and momentum equations, while192

the transport equations of the volume fractions are modified to include an extra, artificial193

compression term, as described in Refs. 53 and 54. This term is added to compensate194

numerical diffusion that is typically associated with the transport of a sharp function, such195

as the volume fraction. In order to preserve boundedness and conservativeness, the MULES196

(Multidimensional Universal Limiter with Explicit Solution) solver is also used to correct197

the volume fraction fluxes.52 Second order upwind interpolation schemes are implemented to198

calculate the convective terms in the governing equations. Time discretization is performed199

using a first order Euler implicit scheme and the time step size is adapted such that the200

Courant number is below 0.8.201

The geometrical discretization of the pore-space is performed such that each voxel of the202

three-dimensional binary geometry data is converted into a cubic cell. This results in a203

staircase-like boundary, i.e., a first order approximation of the solid geometry. Advantages204

associated with this representation include a higher stability, due to the absence of explicit205

non-orthogonal corrections, faster computation, and automatic mesh generation capabili-206

ties. To achieve such discretization efficiently, an ad-hoc mesh generator was developed. In207
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SAMPLE

INLET BUFFER

OUTLET BUFFER

MEAN
FLOW
DIRECTION

20% INLET OIL SATURATION

50% INLET OIL SATURATION

80% INLET OIL SATURATION

INLET CONFIGURATIONS

FIG. 3: Example of meshed void space with the added inlet and outlet buffer regions, and

illustration of the three inlet configurations used in the simulations.

addition to the discretization of the pore-space geometry, empty buffer regions of size 16h208

are inserted at the inlet and outlet of the sample, as depicted in Figure 3. These regions209

are used to mimic a real laboratory experimental setup, as discussed in the following sec-210

tions. Preliminary sensitivity studies showed that the quantities analyzed in Section III do211

not depend significantly on the size of the buffer regions (details not shown). Note that in212

the following the vertical evolution of the quantities of interest are showed by setting the213

coordinate z = 0 at the base of the porous sample (i.e., results within the buffer area are214

not reported).215

The simultaneous flow of a wetting (water) and a non-wetting (oil) phase is considered.216

As initial conditions, the pore-space is fully saturated with water at rest. Free-slip conditions217

for the velocity and homogeneous Neumann conditions for the pressure and volume fraction218

are imposed along the lateral boundaries of the system. Given velocity and volume fraction219

are assigned at the bottom (inlet), pressure being fixed at the top (outlet) of the sample.220

No-slip conditions are implemented on the internal walls, with a contact angle (measured221

through the water phase) of 30◦, corresponding to water-wet conditions. Three cases of fixed222
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TABLE II: Parameters of the simulations.

Parameter Value

Density ratio, ρo/ρw 1

Viscosity ratio, µo/µw 2

Surface tension coefficient, σ [N/m] 10−4

Water Reynolds number, Rew = ρwUd̄pores/φµw ≈ 6× 10−3

Oil Reynolds number, Reo = ρoUd̄pores/φµo ≈ 3× 10−3

Water capillary number, Caw = µwU/σ 10−3

Oil capillary number, Cao = µoU/σ 2× 10−3

oil volume fraction at the inlet (equal to 20%, 50% or 80%, as illustrated in Figure 3) are223

considered.224

The inlet velocity, U , and the fluid properties are set according to the parameters listed225

in Table II. Due to the inlet configuration, U coincides with Darcy velocity. We start by226

setting the fluid densities and viscosities and by defining the inlet velocity such that the227

Reynolds number (Re) satisfies the Stokes flow condition (i.e., Re � 1). We define the228

Reynolds number, Re, through the average fluid velocity in the porous medium, U/φ, and229

the average pore diameter, d̄pores = 2r̄pores. We then adjust the surface tension coefficient230

of the fluids to attain a given value for the capillary number, Ca. In this study, we set231

Ca = O(10−3), which yields a relatively low value for the surface tension coefficient, σ. Our232

choice for Ca is motivated by requirements associated with (a) computational time, that233

increases significantly as Ca decreases;20,21 and (b) the relative strength of capillary end234

effects that may be too high at lower values of Ca, thus inhibiting the possibility to observe235

regions unaffected by end effects on the pore-spaces considered. Note that similar values of236

Ca were implemented in other studies.21,28 From a physical standpoint, the value of σ we237

consider is characteristic of oil and water flow with surfactants.55238

We define the time required to complete one pore volume displacement as:239

Tpore =
Vpore

UAinlet

(12)
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FIG. 4: Volume-averaged oil saturation and oil relative permeability versus injected pore

volumes for sample B and 50% of inlet oil saturation.

Vpore and Ainlet respectively being the volume of the pore-space and the inlet section area.240

The simulated two-phase flow exhibits an initial transient behavior during which the oil241

phase percolates through the medium. This is then followed by a periodic regime. The242

numerical simulations have been implemented according to the following two steps: (a) an243

initial run is performed for 5Tpore to reach the above mentioned periodic conditions; (b) a244

second run is then completed for (Np − 5)Tpore. Simulation results are then processed via245

the evaluation of time and section-averaged quantities, as detailed in Appendix A. The246

number of pore volumes (i.e., Np) required to obtain significant temporal statistics of the247

variables of interest has been determined through a sensitivity study. We find that relative248

variations in the time-averaged quantities of interest (e.g., oil saturation and pressure) are249

smaller than 2% increasing (Np − 5) from 4 to 12. Figure 4 illustrates the time evolution250

of the volume-averaged oil saturation and oil relative permeability as a function of Np for251

sample B and considering 50% inlet oil saturation. Only results obtained with (Np− 5) = 4252

are reported in Section III.253
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TABLE III: Absolute permeabilities (expressed in Darcy) as a function of lz/h.

Sample 32 64 96 128 160 192 228 256 512

A 1.88 1.73 1.64 1.61 1.62 1.61 1.63 1.64 1.62

B 11.87 11.39 9.28 9.31 9.22 8.80 8.47 8.44 8.96

C 17.99 11.21 10.47 10.55 10.38 10.99 10.94 11.12 10.41

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION254

To assess the strength of capillary end effects on all of the time and section-averaged255

quantities of interest nine subsamples of increasing length lz along the z-direction were256

extracted from the three samples A, B and C, starting from z = 0, while keeping Lx = 64h257

and Ly = 64h. Varying the length of the computational domain enables us to assess the258

sensitivity of the results to end effects, as smaller domains are more prone to be influenced259

by such phenomena. In the following we report the results obtained with lz = i× 32h (with260

i = 1...8), 512h for each pore size characteristic (sample A, B or C) and the three oil inlet261

saturations reported in Figure 3, for a total of 81 simulations. The naming convention for262

each case simulated is: Sample–lz–So,inlet. Sample will refer to the sample A, B or C, and263

So,inlet is the inlet oil saturation.264

For the sake of completeness, values of absolute permeabilities of each subsample evalu-265

ated through single-phase fluid flow simulations are listed in Table III.266

A. Local distribution of pressures and oil saturation267

The behavior of the fluid phases is determined by the local arrangement of the pore-268

space, saturations, and pressures across the medium, such as those illustrated in Figure 5269

for sample A–192h–50%. The key elements consistently observed in the simulations and270

characterizing the behavior of our target quantities are described in the following.271

a. Porosity The section-averaged porosity profile (Figure 5a) displays oscillations272

around the mean value (φ = 0.48) which are indicative of statistical stationarity and ho-273

mogeneity of the sample. The amplitude of these oscillations, which is a proxy for the274
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assessment of the spatial variability of the porosity, tends to increase with the magnitude of275

the integral scale, λ, of the indicator function, I (not shown). A similar behavior is observed276

for all samples.277

b. Oil saturation The time and section-averaged (as defined in Appendix A) oil satu-278

ration profile (Figure 5b) allows evidencing the relative distribution of oil in the void space279

as function of the distance from the inlet. Such a saturation profile is characterized by large280

values near the inlet (denoting accumulation of the non-wetting phase) and low values in281

proximity of the outlet (corresponding to accumulation of the wetting phase). A similar282

behavior has been observed in laboratory experiments.4,5,7,9 Kyte and Rapoport7 describe283

the inlet end effects in water-wet media as “a result of spontaneous, localized imbibition”.284

As water approaches the inlet face, only a relatively small area will be interrogated and285

water will spontaneously imbibe into the pore-space to continue entering the medium solely286

in a localized area. This feature in turn results in an increased oil saturation near the inlet287

region. Osoba et al.6 depicts outlet end effects in water-wet media as a consequence of the288

action of capillary forces in the pore-space which tend to retain the wetting phase at the289

outflow end. This would then result in “an accumulation of the wetting phase, so that290

the saturation of that phase at the outflow boundary is maintained at a higher level than291

throughout the remainder of the core”.292

c. Pressure Distributions Time and section-averaged pressure profiles in the oil and293

water phase (Figure 5c) display sensibly linear trends in the bulk of the medium. Deviations294

from these linear trends in the proximity of the inlet and outlet regions are evidences of295

end effects. Pressure drops are observed near the entrance for the wetting phase (water),296

suggesting that the velocity of the wetting phase strongly increases in this region. This297

feature is consistent with the description of inlet end effects by Kyte and Rapoport,7 who298

state that a “spontaneous imbitition” occurs at the inlet. Otherwise, pronounced pressure299

drops are noticed in the non-wetting phase (oil) near the exit of the system. Indeed, as300

the oil approaches the outlet, it experiences an increased resistance from the water phase301

that is retained by the porous structure. As such, the oil is allowed to exit the medium302

only through a localized region corresponding to the one with the lowest oil flow resistance,303

resulting in higher oil velocities and consequently in higher pressure drops.304

d. Capillary pressure Capillary pressure (Figure 5d) is an indicator of the average305

difference of pressure between the non-wetting and wetting phases. It is governed by the306
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curvature of the interfaces between the phases. In a porous medium, the structure of the307

solid phase and the size of the pores play an important role in determining these interfaces308

and hence capillary pressure. Our simulations show that capillary pressure tends to vanish309

at the inlet and outlet boundaries. This behavior is the result of the empty buffer regions310

used to impose inlet and outlet boundary conditions: (a) the outlet boundary condition311

provides a constraint of constant pressure for both phases (i.e., zero capillary pressure);312

while (b) the vertical flow imposed at the inlet boundary for both oil and water phases313

forces the capillary pressure to be zero since the interface between the two phases is planar314

at locations corresponding to the inlet boundary face. With reference to conditions that are315

typically achieved in laboratory settings, one can note that these types of discontinuities316

in the solid matrix are naturally present at the inlet and outlet ends of the rock sample,317

which is inserted in a closed-loop hydraulic circuit. These discontinuities yield a build up318

of capillary pressure at the system entrance, as the phases progressively enter the medium,319

and to a vanishing capillary pressure at the outflow end.320

In summary, the distributions of pressures and saturations in the bulk of the pore-space321

display average trends (linear for pressures and mostly uniform for saturations) over which322

oscillations due to local heterogeneity are superimposed. These oscillations are less pro-323

nounced as the magnitude of the integral scale, λ, of the indicator function, I, decreases.324

Otherwise, the distributions of pressures and saturations in the proximity of the inlet and325

outlet of the domain display moderate to strong deviations from the above evidenced undis-326

turbed (or bulk) trends. These deviations are likely to be caused by capillary end effects327

due to the discontinuity of the solid matrix and boundary conditions. Hence, it is critical328

to identify the extent and relative strength of these effects to obtain appropriate estimates329

of relative permeabilities to relate to volume-averaged fluid saturations across the sample.330

B. Identification of capillary end effects331

As illustrated previously, capillary end effects give rise to modifications of the distribution332

and behavior of the water and oil phases in the medium investigated in proximity of the333

inlet and outlet regions. We quantify the extent of these disturbed regions by comparing the334

distributions of oil saturation and water and oil pressures in the medium against undisturbed335

bulk trends.336
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FIG. 5: Distribution of a) section-averaged porosity, b) time and section-averaged oil

saturation, c) time and section-averaged water and oil pressures, and d) time and

section-averaged capillary pressure, for case A–192h–50%.

The distribution of section-averaged pressure along the mean flow direction in an infinite337

homogeneous medium is linear. Identification of the region where the undisturbed trends of338

water and oil pressures take place is here obtained by best fit of such pressure distributions to339

linear functions. The latter are constrained to display the same slope for both fluid phases,340

because time- and section-averaged capillary pressure is constant throughout an infinite341

macroscopically homogeneous medium. Such a model for undisturbed pressure trends is342

applicable here because of the generation method implemented that ensures stationarity of343
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the pore-space. Oscillations in time- and section-averaged capillary pressure are noticed due344

to local inhomogeneities and finite section area of the samples analyzed. Note that such345

oscillations would disappear as the section area tends to infinity and the time- and section-346

averaged capillary pressure would be constant throughout the region unaffected by end347

effects. An example of such an analysis is depicted in Figure 5c. Significant deviations from348

these linear trends indicates that the section-averaged numerical solution is being influenced349

by capillary end effects. For each simulation, we identify the distance from the inlet (and350

outlet) where the pressure distribution starts to display deviations from a linear behavior351

by employing the methodology illustrated in Appendix B. This procedure enables us to352

identify the size of the inlet and outlet regions affected by capillary end effects, respectively353

denoted as Lpin and Lpout in the following.354

One can note that the profile of time and section-averaged oil saturation should be uniform355

for the set-up and macroscopically homogeneous porous medium of the kind we analyze. The356

reference value for oil saturation is in this case associated with the time and volume-averaged357

oil saturation in the medium, as depicted in Figure 5b for the case A–192h–50%. One can358

clearly note that large deviations from this value taking place near the inlet and outlet are359

linked with the influence of capillary end effects. The relative extent from the inlet and360

outlet boundaries where saturation distribution is affected by such effects can be quantified361

through the methodology illustrated in Appendix B. In the following, we denote by LSin and362

LSout the size of the inlet and outlet regions affected by capillary end effects, as identified363

through the numerically evaluated time and section-averaged saturation trend.364

We then compute ξ by averaging values of ξ = Lpin, L
p
out, L

S
in, L

S
out obtained from each365

analyzed subsample, while discarding the results associated with subsamples characterized366

by lz = 32h, 64h, 96h, 128h that are too small to provide a clear distinction between dis-367

turbed and undisturbed trends. The results obtained are summarized in Table IV. For368

each case, we then consider the largest size between the one identified through the pressure369

and saturation results as the size of the disturbed region, i.e., Lin = max(L
p

in, L
S

in) and370

Lout = max(L
p

out, L
S

out). It can be noted that L
i

in and L
i

out (with i = p, S) obtained via pres-371

sure and saturation profiles are similar for most of the cases investigated. Large differences372

between the values obtained via pressure and saturation profiles are evidenced for the largest373

value of the integral scale, λ, (i.e., sample C) due to the pronounced oscillations induced374

by the large variability of the section-averaged porosity. Comparing the results obtained,375
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TABLE IV: Size of the inlet and outlet regions affected by capillary end effects, as

determined by the pressure trend (L
p

in and L
p

out) and the saturation trend (L
S

in and L
S

out).

The values listed are obtained by averaging results obtained across subsamples that are

sufficiently large to clearly display undisturbed regions. The actual size of the affected

regions (Lin and Lout) are taken as the maximum value between the pressure- and

saturation-based values.

Sample So,inlet L
p
in L

S
in L

p
out L

S
out Lin Lout

A 20% 18h 28h 12h 18h 28h 18h

50% 25h 36h 19h 19h 36h 19h

80% 21h 19h 16h 18h 21h 18h

B 20% 28h 26h 25h 23h 28h 25h

50% 31h 43h 32h 30h 43h 32h

80% 27h 26h 22h 30h 27h 30h

C 20% 43h 51h 38h 21h 51h 38h

50% 30h 56h 26h 31h 56h 31h

80% 19h 51h 20h 29h 51h 29h

the inlet disturbed region is found to be larger than the outlet one. Disturbed regions of376

increasing size are noticed as the characteristic diameter of the pores increases (i.e., as the377

integral scale of the pore-space indicator function increases). In general, the inlet oil satu-378

ration appears to have a negligible influence on the size of the disturbed regions. However,379

we note that the latter increase as inlet oil saturation approaches 50%.380

Table V lists the ratio between the size of the inlet and outlet disturbed regions averaged381

over the three inlet oil saturation values, Lin and Lout, and λ. Generally speaking, one can382

note that the size of an inlet disturbed region is comprised between 10 to 19 integral scales383

λ, the corresponding size at the system outlet being comprised between 8 and 12 integral384

scales λ.385

It is worth emphasizing that additional components can affect the size of the disturbed386
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TABLE V: Average size of the inlet and outlet regions affected by capillary end effects, as

expressed in terms of the integral scale of I, λ.

Sample Lin/λ Lout/λ

A 18.7 12.0

B 9.8 8.6

C 13.9 8.8

regions. For example, it can be expected the ratio between the capillary pressure and387

pressure gradient, pc/∇p, to have some influence on the capillary end effects. Experiments388

have documented that increasing the driving force (i.e., ∇p) tends to reduce capillary end389

effects.4,5,7,9 The method introduced in Gupta and Maloney5 to correct steady-state relative390

permeability data also suggests a dependency of the strength of capillary end effects on the391

pressure gradient applied and on the bulk capillary pressure of the system. Here, the ratio392

pc/∇p ranged from 7×10−5 m (sample A) to 2×10−4 m (sample C). Note that relying solely393

on the variation of this ratio does not yield an information that enables us to unambiguously394

identify the impact on the strength of capillary end effects. The characterization of the395

capillary end effects as a function of pc/∇p will be the subject of future studies.396

C. Influence of sample length and capillary end effects on So and kr,o397

The quantification of the size of the regions affected by capillary end effects enables398

us to provide an estimate of representative values for global oil saturation and relative399

permeabilities associated with the samples of diverse lengths analyzed. We do so by either400

including or excluding the region affected by capillary end effects. These results are depicted401

in Figure 6, 7, 8 for sample A, B, C, respectively, in terms of time and volume-averaged oil402

saturation, So, and time averaged oil relative permeabilities, kr,o, (as defined in Appendix A)403

as a function of the sample dimensionless length, lz/h.404

Including the areas affected by capillary end effects yields slightly increased values of time405

and volume-averaged oil saturations since oil accumulates at the inlet region (see Figure 5b).406

On the other hand, reduced time averaged oil relative permeabilities are obtained when407
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FIG. 6: Values of a) oil saturation and b) oil relative permeability obtained for sample A

with diverse inlet oil saturations and sample lengths. Results obtained including or

excluding the capillary end effects are respectively denoted by solid or dashed curves.
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FIG. 7: Values of a) oil saturation and b) oil relative permeability obtained for sample B

at diverse inlet oil saturations and sample lengths. Results obtained including or excluding

the capillary end effects are respectively denoted by solid or dashed curves.
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FIG. 8: Values of a) oil saturation and b) oil relative permeability obtained for sample C

at diverse inlet oil saturations and sample lengths. Results obtained including or excluding

the capillary end effects are respectively denoted by solid or dashed curves.

capillary end effects are included due to the observation that the overall pressure gradient408

is higher in this case so that the capillary forces can be overcome at the inlet and outlet.409

Finally, as the sample length increases, the difference between the two estimates tends to410

diminish due to the increased extent of the undisturbed region.411

Boundary effects are significant (i.e., So or kr,o relative error above 15%) when lz < 96h412

for the averaged pore size A and lz < 128h for the samples B and C. Correspondingly, if the413

size of the undisturbed region is smaller than approximately 30λ, the inferred oil relative414

permeability and saturation estimates are not considered to be representative of the sample.415

In summary, samples of pore-spaces characterized by an undisturbed region which is too416

small are problematic with respect to the estimation of consistent relative permeabilities417

because most of the domain is being influenced by capillary end effects. The need to overcome418

the effects of capillary forces leads to biased relative permeabilities with respect to the419

situation where the fluid phases flow in an environment without discontinuities in the solid420

matrix. When the sample analyzed is large enough, consistent estimates can be obtained, the421

exclusion of the inlet and outlet disturbed regions from the calculations leading to slightly422

improved (i.e., more representative) results.423
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IV. CONCLUSION424

The influence of capillary end effects on steady-state relative permeabilities obtained from425

pore-scale numerical simulations has been investigated. Co-injection of a wetting (water) and426

a non-wetting (oil) phase has been simulated inside randomly generated three-dimensional427

porous micro-structures using a finite volume-based solver. Three pore-space samples with428

diverse pore sizes as well as subsamples of various lengths (along the mean flow direction)429

have been investigated at three different inlet oil saturations (for a total of 81 test cases).430

Similarities with laboratory-scale observations associated with capillary end effects have431

been evidenced at the pore-scale. Accumulation of the non-wetting phase at the inlet and432

of the wetting phase at the outlet, resulting from the solid matrix discontinuities, has been433

consistently observed across the collection of samples analyzed. The relative strength of the434

capillary end effects was found to depend on the average pore size of the porous system.435

Samples that are too small with respect to the integral scale, λ, of the void space are436

strongly effected by capillary end effects. Estimates of (volume-averaged) oil saturation and437

relative permeability obtained in these conditions are inconsistent with those obtained in438

the largest samples, where capillary end effects are negligible and would yield biased results439

for the dependency of relative permeability curves on fluid saturation.440

We quantify the extent of the regions where the influence of capillary end effects is441

relevant through an approach based on the analysis of the computed trends of time and442

section-averaged fluid pressure and oil saturation distribution. Our results suggest that443

relative permeability curves which are not affected by capillary end effects can be obtained444

by considering simulation results associated with porous micro-structures larger than about445

60λ in order to have an inner undisturbed region spanning at least 30λ.446

We emphasize that additional components can affect the relative strength of capillary end447

effects, including, e.g., the ratio between the capillary pressure and pressure gradient, of the448

order of 10−4 m in this study. A detailed analysis of the influence of pore-space geometry449

and operating conditions on the capillary end effects is the subject of a future study.450
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Appendix A: Post-processing457

Analysis of the numerical results is performed through the estimation of section-averaged458

quantities yielding profiles of the target variables along the direction of the mean flow.459

For the analysis of relative permeabilities associated with two-phase flow, we are mainly460

interested in the oil saturation and pressure distribution within the sample. At a height z,461

the section-averaged values of oil saturation So and pressure p are:462

〈So〉z =

∑N
i=1 So,iVi∑N
i=1 Vi

∣∣∣∣∣
z

(A1)

〈p〉z =

∑N
i=1 piVi∑N
i=1 Vi

∣∣∣∣∣
z

(A2)

where N is the number of fluid cells at the given z-coordinate, and So,i, pi, and Vi are the463

oil saturation, pressure and volume within the i-th cell, respectively.464

Pressure p here is also termed mixture pressure. The section-averaged pressure of the oil,465

po, and water, pw, phases are evaluated as:466

〈po〉z =

∑N
i=1 piSo,iVi∑N
i=1 So,iVi

∣∣∣∣∣
z

(A3)

〈pw〉z =

∑N
i=1 piSw,iVi∑N
i=1 Sw,iVi

∣∣∣∣∣
z

(A4)

The time and section-averaged oil saturation and pressures are designated as 〈So〉z, 〈p〉z,467

〈po〉z and 〈pw〉z, respectively. Finally, the time and section-averaged capillary pressure is468

given as 〈pc〉z = 〈po〉z − 〈pw〉z.469

In addition to section-averaged values of oil saturation and pressure, the computation of470

oil relative permeabilities, kr,o, and volume-averaged oil saturations, So, are also required.471
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In order to compute these variables, the pore-space located between an initial plane at z = 0472

and a final plane at z = lz is considered. The volume-averaged oil saturation is473

So =

∑Nc

i=1 So,iVi∑Nc

i=1 Vi
(A5)

where Nc is the number of fluid cells satisfying 0 ≤ zi ≤ lz. The relative oil permeability, is474

calculated as kr,o = ko/kabs, with475

ko = −µo So,inlet U
(

lz − h
〈p〉z=lz − 〈p〉z=0

)
(A6)

kabs being the absolute permeability associated with the system volume comprised be-476

tween z = 0 and z = lz, calculated from a single-phase flow simulation. Note that in477

(A6) we subtract one voxel size, h, during the calculation of the pressure gradient be-478

cause pressures are evaluated at the cell center. As a result of the numerical simulation479

set-up, the inlet velocity, U , and the inlet oil saturation, So,inlet, are constant. Hence the480

water relative permeability is directly proportional to the oil relative permeability (i.e.,481

kr,w = µw(1 − So,inlet)/(µoSo,inlet)kr,o). Hereafter, the computation of the water relative482

permeability is therefore omitted and only oil relative permeabilities are presented. The483

time and volume-averaged oil saturation and the time averaged oil relative permeability are484

respectively denoted as So and kr,o.485

Appendix B: Estimation of disturbed regions size486

The following steps are performed to obtain an estimate of Lpin:487

• Undisturbed trend: fit the numerically evaluated time and section-averaged water488

and oil pressures against489

〈pw〉z = (∇p)z + 〈pw〉0 (B1)
490

〈po〉z = (∇p)z + 〈po〉0 (B2)

to obtain ∇p, 〈pw〉0 and 〈po〉0.491

• Subset trend: fit the numerically evaluated time and section-averaged water and oil492

pressures against linear trends of the kind493

〈pw〉z = (∇̃p)kz + 〈pw〉0 (B3)
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FIG. 9: Determination of the size of the disturbed regions for case A–192h–50% according

to a) pressure-based and b) saturation-based methods.

494

〈po〉z = (∇̃p)kz + 〈po〉0 (B4)

respectively for water and oil, to obtain (∇̃p)k. Here, k = 5...lz/h denoted subsample495

of length lk = kh (evaluated starting from z = 0). We define (Lpin)θp = lk for the496

minimum value of k such as |(∇̃p)k −∇p| < θp∇p, with θp a given threshold.497

• Averaging: to obtain stable results, we then average the values of (Lpin)θp obtained498

from two thresholds, i.e.:499

Lpin =
(Lpin)20% + (Lpin)30%

2
(B5)

Figure 9a illustrates the procedure by displaying the undisturbed pressure gradient, ∇p,500

(obtained through the first step above), the threshold values and the fitted pressure gradient501

on the various subsamples of length lk. The intersection with the thresholds is identified by502

a circle in the figure. The assessment of Lpout is performed in a similar way.503

Evaluation of LSin and LSout is achieved by analyzing the oil saturation distribution and504

exponential moving averages that start from the inlet and outlet, respectively. The following505

steps are performed to get LSin:506

• Undisturbed trend: the time and volume-averaged oil saturation, So, is calculated.507
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• Local trend: in the cases studied, a good proxy of the local trend of the time and508

section-averaged oil saturation is given by its exponential moving average (EMA) ap-509

proximation. It is preferable to use a moving average rather than the raw distribution510

due to the local oscillations that can alter significantly the identification in some cases.511

An EMA approximation of time and section-averaged oil saturations is obtained as512

EMAin(z = kh) =

 〈So〉z=0 k = 0

α〈So〉z=kh + (1− α)EMAin(z = (k − 1)h) k > 0
(B6)

while the EMA starting from the outlet is given as513

EMAout(z = lz−kh) =

 〈So〉z=lz k = 0

α〈So〉z=lz−kh + (1− α)EMAout(z = lz − (k − 1)h) k > 0

(B7)

with the weighting coefficient α = 2/(6λ + 1). (LSin)θS is obtained when EMAin first514

intersects the threshold So + θSσSo , σSo being the standard deviation of 〈So〉z, while515

(LSout)
θS is obtained when EMAout first intersects the threshold So − θSσSo .516

• Averaging: to obtain stable results, we then average the values of (LSin)θS obtained517

from two thresholds, i.e.:518

LSin =
(LSin)75% + (LSin)100%

2
(B8)

The assessment of LSout is performed in a similar way.519

Figure 9b illustrates the procedure by displaying the time and volume-averaged oil satu-520

ration, So, the threshold values and the exponential moving averages EMAin and EMAout.521

The intersections with the thresholds are identified by circles in the figure.522
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